NOTES:
1. THIS CABLE IS PART OF THE VIDEO CABLE ADAPTER.
2. CABLE 1 AND 2 ARE FLAT CABLE.
3. THIS CABLE IS PART OF THE POWER SUPPLY.
4. THESE 2 WIRES ARE PART OF THE FAN.
5. HOOK UP WIRE IS 18 AWG, 5 STR. LIGHT GUAGE.
6. GREEN WIRE TO BE GROUNDED TO PRINTER FRAME WITH A DEDICATED FASTENER.
7. POWER CABLE TO BE MODIFIED BY REMOVING AC PLUG AND INSTALLING PE CONNECTOR.
8. REPLACE FUSE IN POWER SUPPLY WITH 5 AMP FUSE LISTED IN 90249551-01.

REFERENCE PART NUMBER REFERENCE

ASSY NO. 90249521 90249511
DESCRIPTION SIGNAL CABLE CONTROL PANEL CABLE